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Message from the Director
Jim Bothmer
In many respects the year just passed was a good one. In an environment of tight budgets we
moved ahead by providing excellent service and marshalling our resources to meet the information
needs of our clients. We celebrated 25 years of service from the BioInformation Center in the fall of
2002. It was an opportunity to look back on the innovative concept that formed the BIC and to look
forward to the next 25 years. We taught over 3,500 "students". We answered nearly 12,000 questions
and conducted over 625 searches for our clients. We obtained over 2,600 items for our clients from
other libraries and sent nearly 3,000 items to other libraries. Over 96,000 individuals used our
computer lab. We served in one way or another over 240,000 individuals who used over 77,000 of our
items.
In last year's annual report it was stated, "Change has been constant since this library opened in
1977, but our core values have not changed." That statement is even more relevant today than it was a
year ago. In a two-year period of financial constraints the integrity of service to our primary clients
never changed. Indeed, it increased in quality and quantity. However, budget cuts and flat budgets
create an uncertain future for the Health Sciences Library/Learning Resources Center. Our
information providers did not hold the line on price increases so cuts and no increases effectively mean
cuts to our collection. Compared to the budgets of other academic health sciences libraries around the
country Creighton University HSL is in the lower 25 percentile. This presents a challenge not just for
the library but also for the institution as a whole.
The e-Library is here. While it co-exists with print, electronic access becomes increasingly
needed, demanded, and provided. This past year we moved our pre-1960 collection of print journals or
about 18,694 items to the Goodwin-Tucker Remote Storage facility. In collaboration with the Reinert
Memorial Alumni Library and the Law Library, CUHSL provides access to over 10,000 full-text
electronic journals. These are available from home, office, hotel, or anywhere on campus. Most are
available from a single list located at (http://atoz.ebsco.com/home.asp?Id=383). As we migrate to the
electronic collection defining staff responsibilities and defining the library as place become even more
critical.
Looking back at last year's ambitious agenda, we accomplished much, but much still needs to be
done.
Because of low admission figures and other factors contributing to actual cuts in the HSLlLRC
budget we did not secure and increase stable and solid funding to assure access to information. An
increase in salaries did occur.
In order to retain rights to institutional produced scholarly communication, the library became a
subscriber to BioMedCentral (BMC), an open access, peer-reviewed suite of electronic journals.
Presentations were made to introduce BMC to the campus community as a viable source of original
scholarly publications. Continued support and marketing of this will be a critical goal in 2003/04. At
the same time, the library will renew its subscription to Elsevier's ScienceDirect. ScienceDirect offers
full text access to select Elsevier publications. The new model, which will go into effect January 1,
2004 allows the library to pay only for the subscription to the e-content with no add-on costs.
However, Elsevier continues to be a publisher who increases its costs at high and unsustainable rates.
This is a dilemma that has no easy answer.
Defining the library as place is still a critical issue and one that was not addressed at the university
level in 2002/03. There are plans to do some renovation in 2003/04.
With a new Vice President for Health Science coming on board in the next academic year as well
as significant changes in university top administration, an opportunity exists to fine ttme with
university administration the library's role within the CUMC.
Working with Development to create fundraising initiatives and to increase the endowment for the
library did not see much progress in 2002/03. This is a critical goal that needs to be continued.
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With new leadership at the University development level there may be opportunities in the coming
academic year.
The beginnings of an institutional repository were explored. A newsletter project was begun and
was successfully implemented. Plans are in place for digitizing CUMC hospital patient education
materials. Slides are being converted to digital format. Streaming video was begun with CDC
programs.
Outreach to CUMC clinics and hospital occurred by offering continuing education courses for
nursing staff in the hospital. We were given time in the orientation of new nurses to talk about library
resources.
Through holiday service projects and individual voluntary service efforts we continue to embody
the Jesuit-Catholic nature of Creighton University.
We continue to strive for diversity in services and staffing.
In a nutshell, the Health Sciences Library/Learning Resources Center is about:
Awareness for students and faculty as to what we offer and how to obtain it;
Community/space as to what ways the library can be integrated into the student's and faculty's daily
lives;
Access as to how to ensure that our students and faculty find useful information throughout the library;
Curriculum connection as in how to integrate the library into the curriculum.
In no particular order, we
~

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

*
*
~

*
~

Successfully completed the second year of a five-year sub-contract with the National
Network of Libraries of Medicine (see report elsewhere in this issue). This includes an
award of $65,464 for 2003/04.
Because of unexpected revenue the library came in under budget in 2002/03 by over
$10,000.
Improved and expanded our educational program.
Taught 3,561 individuals information management and access skills for a total of 404.25
contact hours.
Developed a web-based portfolio for nursing students
Taught a continuing nursing education course for CUMC hospital nurses.
Successfully introduced a streaming video project.
Converted the course, PHA 375 to a web-based format.
Fine-tuned usage statistical reports to more accurately gauge use of our print collection.
In conjunction with the Omaha Public Schools and the CUMC Office of Multicultural and
Community Affairs we successfully coordinated and sponsored the annual expo called
"Focus on Health Professions".
Launched a program to digitize all CUMC departmental newsletters.
Hosted an Upward Bound student.
Installed a self-serve printing station called Pharos to enable students to retrieve their own
print jobs.
Supported the "Interprofessional Education" initiative at CUMC by identifying appropriate
media resources and making them available in the LRC.

3
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Goals for 2002103 and Bevond
~

Increase stable and solid funding to assure adequate access to information for the CUMC
community.

~

Provide fair compensation to the library's excellent staff.

~

Collaborate internally and externally to "stretch" our acquisitions dollars.

~

Work with tenure and promotion committees in the school and at the university level to
implement an open access scholarly communication plan.

~

Collaborate with IT and the other two libraries to create an institutional repository for
Creighton University.

~

Collaborate with schools on special projects. Specifically, offer the use of the PC lab as a pilot
project to the School of Dentistry for training and testing.

~

Capture usage statistics of the electronic collection.

~

Collaborate with School of Pharmacy and Health Professions to relocate the Drug Information
Center to another location in the BIC.

~

Develop and implement models of information management and access for inner city and
minority populations.

~

Launch a CUMC hospital patient education digitization project and a project to convert historic
CUMC slides to digital format.

~

Identify other resources for streaming video projects in support of the curriculum.

~

Work closely with the CUMC health science schools to integrate information management and
access skills into the curriculum.

~

Create an information commons area in the library.

~

Work closely with faculty and students to develop and shape collections.

~

Conduct survey/focus group with faculty and students.

~

Evaluate web site to assure ease of use and navigation.

~

Beta test the LOCKSS system to promote archival caching of electronic journals.

~

Promote and participate in the HEAL program.
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CIRCULATIONIINTERLIBRARY LOAN
Pat Meeves
The library has completed the move of all pre 1960 journals to an off-site storage location.
This was a massive undertaking in order to keep the location correct and also to enable us to re-shelve
the journals in the proper order at the new location. Staff completed this task in early December. The
amount of needed shelving space was carefully calculated to keep the cost to a minimum. The actual
move of the collection was carefully coordinated so as to have the least impact on students and faculty.
Library staff also coordinated all of the journal binding and kept within budget as well as getting
"caught up" on binding journals. With expected budget constraints we will be assessing the bindery
procedures in order to maximize our resources.
An inventory procedure was developed and implemented for the library using the built in
inventory tools in Workflows, the administrative module of the online catalog. A number of reports
were fine tuned to identify problems with the inventory specific to our library. The inventory of the
monograph collection was finished in December, which led to the cleaning of numerous errors in call
numbers, discovery and elimination of many duplicate records and the discovery of miss-shelved
items.
Staff utilized a series of reports to gather checkout statistics existing in the Workflows
database. These statistics, combined with bindery statistics, provide an accurate picture ofjournal
usage.
[

I

Seminar Room Use-Groups

/254

/ Print Reserve Collection

Seminar Room Use-Individuals

I 2,493 I Print Collection

Reserve Materials Processed

1
1571

Staff Produced Photocopies

122,793/ Total

MISCELLANEOUS STA TIS TICS

USE OF COLLECTION

I

I

128,754

I
I
I

111,562

1Audiovisual/Media Collection

118,313

I Print Materials Shelved

141,385 1
1100,0141

Both the lending and borrowing totals for Interlibrary Loan increased from the previous year.
Staff continually look for ways to improve borrowing and lending standards in order to receive and
deliver documents in a timely and cost effective manner. The Interlibrary Loan workstation was
reformatted to make it more accessible to others who may have to assume work responsibilities. The
Circulation and Interlibrary loan staff continue to assist clients in their quest for information and
provide this service in a courteous, professional, and efficient manner.
ITEMS REQUESTED FROM
OTHER LIBRARIES

I~

ITEMS REQUESTED BY
OTHER LIBRARIES

I
I

Type of Materials

1_ _1

Serials

12,4731 Serials

14,008

Monographs

IlQiJ Monographs

1216

AudioNisuals

I~ Audiovisuals

I
I

157

1

Items Received (Filled by Others)

12,4201 Type of Materials Provided

I

Items Not Received (Unfilled by Others)

1256

1
[2,887

Average Turnaround Time 5/7 days

Type of Materials Requested

I

I Serials

I~
I~

Monographs

I

168

Average Turnaround 24 Hoursl

I
I
I

I
I

i
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Learning Resources Center
Jane Stehlik Romack
The Learning Resources Center staff are dedicated to serve others and to provide appropriate
imagery and multimedia to support effective learning and to help Creighton University Medical Center
faculty, staff, and students succeed in their educational goals and mission of becoming quality health
providers.
LRC staff collaborated with faculty in using the Cluster Rooms for teaching/learning
activities. Dr. Amy Haddad's project on the" Impact of Clinical Simulation on Ethics Education in
Pharmacy" and Dr. Gail Jensen's course "Ethics in Physical Therapy Practice" were fully supported.
Also, in support of the university-wide "Foundations in Effective Supervision" course, the LRC took
the initiative to acquire the unique video entitled "Who Moved My Cheese", which is a clever
message on how to manage/deal with change in an organization.
Service to the community outside of Creighton University continued to be a major focus for the
LRC. For example, LRC staff provided a "90 Minute Multimedia Marathon" in April for eleventh
grade minority student/guests from the Omaha Public Schools as part of the "Focus on Health
Professions" program. In addition, the LRC staff collaborated with Pope Paul VI and loaned to them a
number of anatomical models used for CME purposes in conjunction with the School of Medicine.
Service was extended across the country to institutions from California to Massachusetts.
A major accomplishment for the LRC was the streaming of five videos locally with access from
the LRC Web Page. To see the full-length videos on Small Pox, go to
http://www.hsl.creighton.edu/HSLllrc/streams.html. The LRC Web Page was considerably enhanced
with links to other institutions and organizations, which have pertinent information to compliment
our physical and electronic LRC collection.
Digitization projects were launched. Dr. Joseph Sisson, former School of Medicine faculty
member had produced a significant collection of pathology slides in the 1970's. With his permission
to use his collection in any way possible to support health sciences education, the collection will be
mounted in Hyperion, the archival module of the online catalog. Hyperion allows web-based access
to various kinds of multimedia formats.
Major weeding projects were undertaken. All of the % inch (U-Matic) videocassettes were
withdrawn. In addition, 45,300 outdated slides were withdrawn. The balance of the slide collection
will be evaluated for potential digitization in 2003/04.
During the last academic year over 96,000 clientele used the computer lab. In addition, the
four laptops available to students through the LRC were used nearly 900 times. Four additional
laptops will be added in FY 2004. Through the Student Technology Fund program eight PCs were
replaced in the LRC Computer Lab. There are currently 29 computer stations available for CUMC
clients.

LRC Goals (or FY 200312004
~

"Build" a virtual LRC

~

Identify and implement projects in Hyperion

~

Acquire web based programs whenever feasible

~

Seek permissions from vendors to stream programs presently held by LRC

~

Continue to enrich LRC Web Page with new multimedia projects/links from internal/external
resources

~

Continue to market LRC resources and educational services

~

Complete a virtual tour of the library
6
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CoCrection & rusaBe

Audio Digest

I
I

13171

Ciba Slides

I

6126(

CD-ROMS

4761

Models

I
I
I
I

NCME

I

2111

Slide Programs

I
I

7371

lAud iocassettes

Kaplan
Kits

Videos

1691

1771
21
881

I

18311

Video Discs

1

231

Video Journals

I

341

USAGE STATS

Use of Cluster Rooms

I Use

I

of ComRuler Lab

LaR TOR Usage

12,019

j__

I

~
8941
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National Network of Libraries of Medicine Liaison Program
Siobhan Champ-Blackwell

I

The National Network of Libraries of Medicine MidContinental Region(NN/LM-MCR)
continues to be a presence in Creighton University'S Health Sciences Library in the form of the Inner
City and Minority Services Liaison position. Siobhan Champ-Blackwell replaced Dennis Haack in
October 2002.
Year two of the five-year subcontract proved to be a busy one. The focus of the position
became more regional this year. The Liaison exhibited for the National Library of Medicine at two
conferences reaching 113 health care providers as well as educators ofESOL students. At these
exhibits, she promoted NLM services, such as MEDLINEplus, PubMed, and Clinical Trials, as well as
other National Institute of Health services that focus on cultural and language health issues. The
Liaison also developed a website that is housed on the NN/LM-MCR website to provide consumer
health information with a focus on minority and inner city health concerns. In addition, she is
developing a series of brochures to provide similar information to various ethnic/racial populations to
be handed out at workshops, classes and exhibits across the region.
On a local level, the Liaison has met with Creighton University faculty, and Nebraska
community members, librarians and health care providers to discuss collaboration as well as to present
health information classes, workshops and exhibits at health fairs. In this capacity, she has reached 91
junior and senior high school students, 15 elementary students, 129 members of the general public, and
352 health care providers and librarians. At Creighton University, the Liaison has worked with the
Office of Multicultural Student Services and assisted at the Native American Retreat, and will work on
similar programs with this office in the upcoming year. She also works closely with the members of
the Women's Community Health Center, the Bryant Resource Center, the Cardiac Center, and the
Multicultural and Community Affairs.

Goals for FY 200312004
We will contribute to the reduction of health care disparities between the majority population and the
ethnic/racial minority populations by:
~
~
~

Exhibiting and/or presenting at appropriate state and regional meetings.
Developing web resources to disseminate information on minority/inner city health.
Training inner city health professionals in accessing resources dealing with minority health and
culturally competent care.

We will provide access to health care information to minority racial/ethnic populations through
existing community organizations with established and effective community gatekeepers by:
~
~

~

Providing programming on health information resources to schools, community and faith-based
organization.
Communicating funding opportunities to community and faith-based organizations.
Exploring new forms of technology that health providers and consumers can use to facilitate
access to health information

We will assist in recruitment and retention of minority raciaVethnic health care students by:
~ Networking with medical and allied health school recruitment and minority offices to provide
minority scholarship information.
~ Working with minority and inner city students at all levels to educate them on the resources
available to them.

R

Reference Services
Richard Jizba
This year we built on our strengths by improving and expanding our educational programs,
while maintaining our strong reference and search services. In the fall we completely redesigned the
units for PD~ 135, our introductory course on computer applications for freshman dental students. We
also worked with faculty in the Accelerated Nursing program to develop web-based portfolios for
nursing students. The library staff taught the basic web page design component course. The library's
liaison to the Hospital was instrumental in coordinating the teaching of a nursing CE course on the
Micromedex CareNotes patient education module. An elective course on database searching (pHA
375) was converted to a completely web-based format.
Most of our primary reference works have been available in web-formats for several years, so
we have not made any dramatic changes in our mix of core electronic resources. As always, we tweak
the collection so that it better serves the needs of our students and faculty. This year we added Clinical
Pharmacology, the Reactions database, and a number of electronic text books from Access Lange and
other vendors which serve as important secondary references for several of our health sciences
programs. These electronic handbooks, encyclopedias, textbooks, and other secondary references,
compliment the database collections we use to locate primary literature from journals and other
sources. We now offer a very good electronic reference collection for our health sciences students,
staff, and faculty. Our next task is to raise awareness about the variety of resources we offer and to
provide our users with the training they need to make efficient use of those resources.
Early next year the Drug Information Center will move from the first floor of the HSL to the
second. The Reference Service will take over their old office space. We are looking forward to having
more office space and to converting room 107 into a small teaching I learning lab.

Reference Goals for FY 200312004
~

Our educational activities will remain our primary focus for the foreseeable future. In the
coming year there are several specific areas to be addressed.

~

Our Lunch & Learn seminars have suffered recently from low attendance. We need to evaluate
our program topics and our promotion of the sessions if we want to revive what has been a
successful program in the past.

~

Plans are underway to develop a substantial unit on information retrieval in OTD 303,
"Professional Foundations". We are very pleased to have an opportunity to offer formal
instruction on information retrieval and management in the Occupational Therapy curriculum.

~

~

It has been over a year since we visited with the staff at the various CUMC clinics in the
Omaha area. It is time to visit those sites again in order to promote the use of our resources
and make contact with new staff members.
This last year we were very pleased that we were able to offer a nursing CE on the CareNotes
system. This coming year we would like to expand our offerings to include a course on
CINAHL, the premier database for searching the nursing literature.
COMPUTER SEARCH REQUESTS BY
AFFLlATlON

I

1921 Dentistry
Nursing
1281 Health Professions
I
Pharmacy I
391 Other
626
I Total
Medicine

I
I
I
I

I

EDUCA TlONAL ACTIVITIES

431 Total Number Workshop Sessions
1271 Total Number Workshop Hours
971 Total Number Participants

I

I
I

I
3691

I

7711
35611

I

I
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Technical Services
Nannette Bedrosky
The new e-journal management system, Journal WebCite was dropped because of vendor
problems. In 2003, we purchased two new EBSCO products - EJS and A To Z in order to organize and
maintain our electronic journal collections. EBSCO is our major journal vendor. A major goal for
200312004 is to input our entire e-journal collection to A To Z.
Three of the department staff played integral roles in the Collection Development Committee to
determine targeted serials for cancellation in 2004.
Tech Services staff scanned and cataloged Creighton University Medical Center newsletters for
inclusion in Hyperion.
Tech Services staff helped to develop the "READ" pictures/poster of Creighton faculty for the
National Library Week display.
Tech Services staff began a program of contacting publishers regarding unwanted gift journals.

Technical Services Goals for FY 200312004
~

Implement our entire e-journal collection in A To Z.

~

Coordinate and participate in the SMUG Conference in July 2003

~

Continue to catalog and add monographs from Mary Lanning Hospital and Alegent hospitals to
our online public access catalog, CUC

~

Work closely with Circulation on the Serials Clean up/ Inventory Project

~

Plan and implement the 2004 upgrade of our library system

~

Plan and implement Hyperion projects as part of the library Hyperion team.
NEW MATERIALS CATALOGED

I

Books

I

807

Serials

I

60

AV's

I

198

COLLECTION

New Monographs Ordered
New Monographs Received & Processed
Monographs Purchased
Monograph Gifts Added to Collection
Electronic Serial Subscriptions
Print (Gifts & Purchased)
Microform Serial Subscriptions
AV Serial Subscriptions

I

I
I

659

I
I
I

659

1641

J

1178

I
I

848

174

57
13
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LIBRARY DONORS 200212003

School of Nursing
Dr. Wayne Barkmeier
Dr. John Bertoni
Dr. M. Bittner
Dr. J.D. Bramble
Dr. Alfred Brody
Dr. Roger Brwnback
Ms. Sherry Clark
Ms. Marilyn Crane
Mr. Dale Davenport
Dr. Edward Desimone
Ms. Rachel Dowd

Dr. Albert Frank
Dr. Elizabeth Furlong
Ms. Yolanda Griffiths
Dr. Amy Haddad
Dr. Robert Heaney
Dr. Deb Heavey
Dr. Richard Hessee
Dr. Ronald Hoff
Dr. Ron Hospodka
Dr. William Hunter
Dr. Mansoor H. Jabro
Dr. Ken Keefner
Dr. Kristie Ladegard

Dr. Frank LaMarte
Dr. Joan Lappe
Ms. Helene Lohman
Ms. Lora McCall
Dr. James Mailliard
Mr. Mark Malesker
Dr. Patrick Malone
Ms. Nicole Martin
Ms. Frances Moore
Dr. Richard O'Brien
Dr. William Pancoe
Dr. Garret Parker
Dr. Robert Recker

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr. &

Christine Sanders
W. Eugene Sanders
Robert Sandstrom
Stuart Schlanger
Sidney Stohs
Dan Surdam
Mrs. Robert Thune

SchoolofPharrnacy~P

Ms.
Ms.
Dr.
Ms.

Dorothy Vossen
Marge Wannarka
Gary Westerman
Ann Lorenzen

ENDOWED BOOK FUNDS
The Dr. & Mrs. Charles 1. Antonini Family Endowed Book Fund
The Pasquale A. Carone Endowed Book Fund
The Thomas Cinque, M.D. Endowed Book Fund
The Dr. D. Arnold Dowell Memorial Endowed Book Fund
The Ferraro Endowed Book Fund
The Edward & Leslie Goldberg Endowed Book Fund
The John A. & Catherine B. Klein Dental Library Fund
The Wayne & Carol Leadbetter Endowed Book Fund
The Mango Endowed Book Fund
The E. Ann Myers, M.D. & T. Otis Paul, M.D. Endowed Book Fund
The Sal & Marilyn Santella Endowed Book Fund
The Robert & Elizabeth Sestero Endowed Book Fund
The William & Patricia Tipton Endowed Book Fund
The Alessandro Trombetta Endowed Book Fund
The Dr. Patrick & Linda Vetere Endowed Book Fund
The Dr. & Mrs. James K. Vincent Family Endowed Book Fund
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HEAL TH SCIENCES LIBRARY ADVISORY COMMITTEE

200212003
A. James Bothmer, M.L.S. Chair
Director, Health Sciences Library
M. Roy Wilson, M.D.,
Vice President for Health Sciences
Dean, School of Medicine

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
R. Scott Shaddy, D.D.S.

Tamara Hald
Student Representative

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Dr. Ronald Markert, Ph.D.
Director, Center for Medical Education
William J. Hunter, III, M.D.
Department of Pathology
Tiffany Dennis
Student Representative

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Nancy Tourek
Jennifer Foster
Student Representative

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY AND HEALTH PROFESSIONS
Patrick Malone, Pharm.D.
Director Web-Based Pharmacy Pathway
Victoria Harper
Student Representative

CUMC/SJ HOSPITAL
David Yeager
Administration
Maria Johnson
Nursing Administration
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TWO YEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY

12001-200212002-2003J1
MEDLINE Searches

I

6671

6261

Reference Questions

I

18,0031

11,7551

Interlibrary Loans requested from other libraries

I

2,2531

2,6761

Interlibrary Loans requested by other libraries

I

4,2711

4,2811

Photocopies

I

446,214*1

374,7671

Volumes at FY end

I

237,0641

241,2711

Print Serial Titles received

I

1,1921

11781

Electronic Journals

I

1,651 *1

16411

Multimedia programs at FY end

I

103,7421

58,0361

Staff

I

221

221

Primary Users

I

19631

23431

Users Seating

1

over 6001

over 6001

Square footage

I

34,0001

34,0001

Gate Count

I

293,9691

241,4591

Circulation

I

100,0141

77,4111

Education attendance

I

37201

35611

* Estimate

L___

_

_
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General Expense Comparison

$900,000

I

I

$800,000 !

$700,000

-j

I

I

i

$600,000

$500,000

"$400,000

$300,000

$200,000

$100,000

$0 I

2001-2002

2002-2003

Personnel

$699,803

$721,927

Personnel Fringe

$180,355

$201,964

$796,485

$833,284

$156,869

$125,127

o Materials
o Other

i
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Library Expenditures

"\

2002-2003

6%

42%

Personnel
o Other
Staff Development

Collections
D Computing and Networking

15

Use of Library Resources and Services
2001-2002
151 Tour/Orientation
Participants

2,939

Education Programs
Participants

o Reference Responses
(all sennce desks)
• Staff Mediated
Computer Searches

18,003

ILL Items Requested
from Other Libraries

o ILL Items Requested by
Other Libraries

2002-2003

o Tour/Orientation
Participants
III Education Programs
Participants

o Reference Responses
(all service desks)
• Staff Mediated
Computer Searches

2,190

iii ILL Items Requested
from Other Libraries

o ILL Items Requested by
Other Libraries
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Collection Profile

2001-2002
2,551
38,588",

103,742

237,064

• Total Physical Units
• Total Audiovisual Items
Total Monograph Titles
• Total Multimedia Titles
• Print Serial Titles Received

2002-2003
2,050
37,514\ \ / 1,078
58,036~

241,271

• Total Physical Units
• Total Audiovisual Items
Total Monograph Titles
• Total Multimedia Titles
• Print Serial Titles Received
17
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Photocopies
2001-2002

446,214

o Client III Staff

2002-2003

16,347

374,767

o Client

0 Staff
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